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1. Background

’Naturalism in epistemology is merely the attempt
to get clear enough about what we mean when we
talk about knowledge and perception to be able
to tell—in ways a biologist or an experimental
psychologist would recognise as scientifically re-
spectable—whether what we are saying is true.’6

‘One thing missing, or rare, in this research with
young children is a sense of how, if at all, they
understand various psychological states as fitting
together.’14

2. Sample Claims

‘chimpanzees understand … intentions … percep-
tion and knowledge…Moreover, they understand
how these psychological states work together to
produce intentional action’4

‘from 7 months on ... humans automatically com-
pute other’s beliefs and seem to hold them in
mind as alternative representations of the environ-
ment.’11

‘an early [in human development] internal-state,
yet interconnected, understanding of people gives
way to a later mental–representational and still
more interconnected understanding of mind’14

3. What Is Knowledge?

‘our fundamental conception of what it is to know
that P is itself an explanatory conception […] we
think of S’s knowledge that P as something that
can properly be explained by reference to what S
has perceived or remembered or proved or ...’5

4. Mental States

5. Propositions: how to mystify them

‘Propositions ... are the sharable objects of the at-
titudes and the primary bearers of truth and fal-
sity’12 (?!)

6. Indexicals

‘If I see, reflected in a window, the image of a man
whose pants appear to be on fire, my behaviour
is sensitive to whether I think, “His pants are on
fire”, or “My pants are on fire”, though the object
of thought may be the same.’10

7. Maps or sentence-like objects?

‘what is inside our heads should be thought of as
more like maps than sentences’2

8. Defining belief: normativity

‘For any p: One ought to believe that p only if p.

‘the holding of this norm is one of the defining fea-
tures of the notion of belief [...]. The truth is what
you ought to believe, whether or not you know
how to go about it, and whether or not you know
if you have attained it. That, in my view, is what
makes it the state that it is.’1

‘belief must be characterized, not just as the atti-
tude having the motivational role, but rather as a
truth directed species of that attitude: to believe a
proposition is to regard it as true with the aim of
thereby accepting a truth.’13

‘Aside from our purposes in forming beliefs or in
using beliefs as guides to action, there is nothing
they should or shouldn’t be. … The only fault
with fallacious reasoning, the only thing wrong
or bad about mistaken judgements, is that, gener-
ally speaking, we don’t like them. We do our best
to avoid them. They do not—most of the time at
least—serve our purposes’6

‘The payments true ideas bring are the sole why
of our duty to follow them. Identical whys exist
in the case of wealth and health. Truth makes no
other kind of claim and imposes no other kind of
ought than health and wealth do.’8

9. Defining intention: normativity

‘Rational intentions should be agglomerative. If
at one and the same time I rationally intend to A
and rationally intend to B then it should be both
possible and rational for me, at the same time, to
intend to A and B.’3
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10. Decision theory illustration 11. Ramsey’s criterion

‘Suppose that A and B are consequences [out-
comes] between which the agent is not indifferent,
and that N is an ethically neutral condition [i.e. the
agent is indifferent between N and not N]. Then N
has probability 1/2 if and only if the agent is indif-
ferent between the following two gambles:

B if N, A if not
A if N, B if not’9

12. A missing aspect

‘modern philosophers ... have no theory of
thought to speak of. I do think this is appalling;
how can you seriously hope for a good account of
belief if you have no account of belief fixation?’7
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